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Tom Misch - Movie

                            tom:
                G

            [Primeira Parte]

  C7M
I hope
         Bm7
That the fire we both made
      Bb7M              G
Still burns a little in you
  C7M
I wrote, to you
Bm7                Bb7M             G
Everyday, did my letters find their way?
    C7M
Our memories on my screen
     Bm7
Two lovers in this mystic dream
      Bb7M            D D
Baby come back to me, come back to me
C7M
Too much time on my phone
     Bm7
Baby do you still sleep alone?
Bb7M             D D
Come back to me, come back to me

[Refrão]

C7M
Remember me
Bm7                  E7  Am7     Bm7 C7M
Fresh out a black and white movie
D D
movie
C7M
On every screen
     Bm7           E7
What would you realize
         Am7               G7
What you meant to me, it was a mystery

C7M
Remember me
Bm7                  E7  Am7     Bm7 C7M
Fresh out a black and white movie
D D
movie
C7M
On every screen
     Bm7           E7
What would you realize
         Am7               G7
What you meant to me, it was a mystery

[Segunda Parte]

  C7M
I heard
         Bm7
That you moved somewhere far away
        Bb7M                  G
Is your number the same as before?

       C7M
Can't ignore, the time
         Bm7
May have changed your ways
        Bb7M                      G
Does my record still hang on your wall?
       C7M
Such a sentimental way to groove
  Bm7
I hope it still touches you
     Bb7M             D D
Baby come back to me, come back to me
    C7M
It kills me to see you leave
     Bm7
So I came home and made this beat
     Bb7M             D D
Baby come back to me, come back to me

[Refrão]

C7M
Remember me
Bm7                  E7  Am7     Bm7 C7M
Fresh out a black and white movie
D D
movie
C7M
On every screen
     Bm7           E7
What would you realize
         Am7               G7
What you meant to me, it was a mystery

C7M
Remember me
Bm7                  E7  Am7     Bm7 C7M
Fresh out a black and white movie
D D
movie
C7M
On every screen
     Bm7           E7
What would you realize
         Am7               G7
What you meant to me, it was a mystery

[Ponte]

Bb7
Remember me, let's set the scene
Eb7M/9
You and me, what could've been
      G7
Still swimming in a lover's dream

Still playing on the movie screens

Bb7
Remember me, let's set the scene
Eb7M/9
You and me, what could've been
      G7
Still swimming in a lover's dream

Still playing on the movie screens

Acordes
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